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This invention has to do with the packaging 
of elongated bundles of lengths of material Such 
as wire, bale ties and the like. It has been the 
practice in the past to wrap bundles of this chair 
acter by means of a number of individual Wire 
rings placed about the assembled ties or the like 
at intervals which may vary with the size of the 
bundles and have been usually six to eight inches, 
more or less. This means of Wrapping the bun 
diles has been found unsatisfactory, among other 
reasons because of the accidental mingling of at 
least some of the rings with the material to be 
balled, when the rings are severed as the bundle is 
being unwrapped. Another reason for the dis 
satisfaction is that these springs would slip along 
the bundle, due among other things to engage 
ment with other bundles, both before and during 
shipment, thus requiring redressing. 
To remedy this situation at least in part, there 

has been a recent tendency to replace a majority 
of such rings by a single strand wrapped spirally 
lengthwise of the bundle. However, reliance in 
such improved constructions has been placed 
upon wire rings employed to secure burlap cover 
ings at the ends of the bundle in place. 

It is one of the principal objects of the present 
invention to provide an improved package of this 
character but in which the burlap anchoring 
rings are eliminated. 
Also in the past the spiral Wrapping Strand has 

been fastened in place with one or both ends Se 
cured under the burlap cover or covers. This has 
slowed up the removal of the Wrapping means 
since it has been necessary to remove One Or 
more rings outside of the covers, then to remove 
the covers and thereafter to cut away or other 
wise unfasten the end or ends of the Spiral 
strand. 

It is accordingly another object of the inven 
tion to provide a package of the character re 
ferred to wherein the Spiral Strand is disposed 
substantially in its entirety exteriorly of the cov 
erS. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide 
a package of the class referred to wherein a 
single wrapping element is employed for holding 
the bundle in shape and Securing the end covers 
alone or with an identification tag in place. 

It is a further object of the invention to pro 
wide a package of the character referred to 
wherein the ties or the like are held in assembly 
by Wrapping means including a Spiral Wrapping 
strand having an end Wrapped about an end 
covering of the bundle and anchored to a pro 
truding end of a tie Outside of the cover. 

(CI. 206-46) 
It is another object of the invention to pro 

Wide an improved method of making a spiral 
Wrapped package of the class referred to. 
In accordance with the general features of the 

invention, applied to bale ties by way of example, 
Only, a Sufficient number of ties are placed to 
gether to form an elongated body of generally cy. 
lindrical shape, the ends of the body being se 

- cured together by Wire or other Suitable rings to 
hold the ties in assembly. A burlap or other suit 
able covering is placed over and about the end 
portions of the assembly and folded neatly in 
place. These covers are ultimately to be secured 
in place by the same Spiral wrapped strand. Ac 
cordingly, the covers should be held in place until 
they are Wrapped by the strand. 
One end of the strand to be spiral wrapped 

about the assembly is passed through a hole near 
the periphery of an identification tag and is 
looped about one or more of the assembled ties 
in a manner to tightly anchor the end of the 
Strand. A portion of the strand at the extremity 
of the end is left free, and while the covering is 
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held temporarily, the strand is looped longitudi 
nally about the cover in a manner to position the 
major part of the tag between the strand and the 
outer end of the cover. The strand is then re 
turned and fastened to said extremity of the 
strand, and then is coiled about the cover, after 
which it is spiraled along and about the assembly 
toward the other end of the bundle and coiled 
Securely about the cover at said other end. In 
the placing of the cover at said other end, at 
least one adjacent end of a tie is permitted to 
project through the end of the cover. When the 
Spiraling of the strand is completed, the strand 
is fastened at its second end to the protruding 
end of the tie, and then severed. The two fas 
tened ends are then bent flat against the end 
of the Second cover. Thereupon, in the event the 
covers have been temporarily held in place by 
means other than by hand, Said means is readily 
removed, and then the package is complete. 

In accordance with another form of the inven 
tion, the means for fastening the covers in place 
may be retained even after the Spiral Wrapping 
strand is secured. . . . 
In accordance with another form of the inven 

tion, one end of the spiral strand may stop short 
of the Second cover and be secured to one or 
more ties adjacent the second cover. 

Further objects and advantages of the inven 
tion will appear as the description proceeds. 
This invention (in preferred forms) is illus 
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trated in the drawings and hereinafter more fully 
described. 

Figure. 1 is a view in elevation, partly broken 
away, showing a principal form of the invention. 

5 Figure 2 is an enlarged head end view of the 
package appearing in Figure 1. . . . . 

Figure 3 is a view in elevation, somewhat en 
larged, of the other end of the package.- 

Figure 4 is a phantom isometric view showing 
10 the arrangement of the wrapping strand at the 

head end of the package. Figure 5 is a diagrammatic view showing how: 
a cover may be temporarily held in place-pending -- 
the application of the wrapping strand shown in 

15 Figures 1 and 4. - - - 
Figures 6 and 7 are views similar to the left of 

Figure 1 but of modified forms of the invention. 
- Figure 8 and 9 are views similar to the right 
end of Figure 1 but of modified constructions. 
ings, the assembly of elongated elements chosen 
for illustrative purposes is made up of a plu 
rality of elongated elements, such as wire bale 
ties f; whose looped, or otherwise formed head 

25 ends are arranged at one end to constitute the 
head or large end of the bundle. The ties f 
are initially arranged in small bundles of about 
twenty-five each and are bound by rings 2, after: 
which they are placed together, to form...bundle 

30. assemblies to be wrapped in accordance with the 
present invention. When the ties are thus ass 
sembled, a larger ring 3 is: wrapped about the 
assembly at each end; thereby holding the ties: 
together, preparatory to the wrapping of the 

35 bundle in accordance with the invention. . . A preferably flexible cover such as one made of 
burlap as shown at 4 for the head end of the 
bundle and 5...for the Sinal end of the bundle is 
placed over the respective end of the bundle and, 

40 if necessary, folded in such a manner as to ade 
quately cover, the end portions as showra: in Fig. 
ure 1. and other figures. The covers may be: tennir. 
porarily held in folded arrangement, by hand, 
one or more wires, string, or the like. 

45 form of the invention appearing in. Figure. 1, 
string is employed. This string may, comprise 
a piece as shown at 6...for the head end and 7. 
for the tail end, each of which may be tied by 
a slip knot for ready release, or by any - other. 

50 type of knot, as shown at 8 in Figure. 5. 
In the event wire rings are employed for. tem 

porarily holding the covers in place, such rings, 
as in the case of the rings 3, are formed by 
placing them in encircling relation to the covers. 

55 and twisting the ends of each wire together. 
- One end 9 of a wrapping strand 0 is passed 

through an opening of in an identification tag 
?ia of pasteboard; sheet metal or the like, bear 
ing any desired identification such as the name. 

60 of the manufacturer and description of thema 
terial wrapped. Said end 9% of: the wrapping: 
strand is preferably passed from the front to the 
back of the tag and is slipped under and looped 
about one or more ties of adjacent the free edge. 

65. 12 of the head cover 4, as shown at 3:. The 
: loop 3 may be closed, in any suitable manner 

as by a half hitch as shown rat.4, leaving a 
... short portion of the strand adjacent the end 9: 

free. From the loop 3, and while: the cover 4 
70. of the head end of the bundle is held in proper 

arrangement temporarily as explained: hereto 
fore, the strand 0 is passed longitudinally out 
ward, that is, toward the front end: 5 of the 
cover 4 and then is passed substantially, dia 

75 metrically across said front end so as to position 

In the 
23 after such coil or coils have been formed, and thereupon the end portion 2 a. and the coils 23a 
thereabout are bent as a unit substantially flat: 

than has heretofore been the case. 

the major part of the tag. la between the strand 
and said front end 5 as shown in Figure 2. 
The strand 0 is then returned in a half. Spiral 
turn so as to be brought to a point 5 adjaccini, 
the loop f3, at which point the free end 9 is 5. 
coiled one or more times about the strand as 
shown at 7. In this manner the Strand at the 
point f6 is firmly anchored. The strand from 
the coils 7 is then returned in the direction 
of the front end 5 of the cover, as shown at 10 
f8 and is coiled preferably a plurality of times 
transversely about the cover as shown at 13, 
with sufficient tightness to firmly secure the cover , 
4 in position so that the temporary holding means 
such as the string. 6; wire or the like may bels 
discarded. Such-temporary holding means need 
not be discarded as soon as the coiling of the 
strand about the cover 4 is completed, but may 
if desired be removed at any time thereafter, as 

20 Referring now more particularly to the draw - - when the wrapping of the bundle by the strand 20 
f 0 is completed throughout. From the portion 
coiled at 9 to hold the cover .. 4 in place, the 
strand 0 is spiraled toward the: Small end of: 
the: bundle, passing: about the uncovered parts". . . 
of the assembly and preferably a plurality of 25 
times about the tail or... small end cover 5 a.s.. . 
shown at 20, the cover 5 being held temporarily 
in place prior to formation of the coils 20.there 
about by hand, string or, wire as explained here 
in above. . . . . . . . . . . 
In assembling the ties; no effort is made to. 

have their free ends 2 terminate flush, inas 
much as slight irregularity at such ends will 
be concealed by the face. 22 of the tail end cover. 
5. For the purposes: of the present invention, 35. 
it is desirable that at least one. such tie end pro 

30. 

ject through such face. 22; as shown at 2 a. 
In the process of spiraling the strand G about 
the bundle, relative rotary movement is effected 
between the spool or other-source of strand and to 
the bundle, so that the strand, at the tail:end, 
of the bundle-is.coiled one or more times about 
the protruding tie end 2-la as shown in dotted. 
lines in Figure. 1. The strand: (...is severed at: 

against the face 22 of the tail cover-5, as shown 
in full lines in Figures 1 and 3, terminating sub-. 
stantially within the peripheral envelopes of the 50 
package. The temporary holding; string : T. or 
other temporary, holding means may be severed 
or otherwise opened, and pulled off free of the 
cover 5, and the temporary: holding means at: - 
the head end of the bundle similarly treated; leaving the assembled ties, f. packaged solely by. 
the covers:4 and 5, the strand 0 and the identi. 
fication tag fa. By severing the protruding tie. 
end: 2 a just outside of the face. 22, as at 24, 
before commencement of the coiling thereabout, so 
and by also severing the loop 3, the entire wrap 
ping. material, comprising: the covers 4 and 5, 
the strand 0 and the tag i may be removed; . 
Substantially as a unit, much more expeditiously 
- In Such re-i. 65 
moval, the head cover 4 and associated portions. 
of the strand and the tag. f. may be first re 
leased and then slipped along the assembled ties: 
toward the tail end, slipping the tail end cover 
5therewith off the assembly. Thus: upon the to 
two severing operations above referred to, the 
entire Wrapping structure may be removed by . . 
Substantially a single short operation. . . . . . . . 
With this structure, there are no parts such 

as Wire burlap-securing rings- or the like to be... 
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2,124,503 
come entangled with the material to be balled, 
When the package is unwrapped for use by the 
ultimate consumer. 

It will be observed that the portion of the 
Wrapping strand looped longitudinally about the 
covers 4 and 5 and the tag fla is preferably tightly 
held so as to be pressed into interlocking relation 
With the cover 4 as shown at 25 and With the tag 

a as shown at 25d and similarly with the cover 
5 as shown at 5a. Thus the strand Will not be 
come accidentally displaced from its illustrated 
relation to the covers 4 and 5 and tag lia. 
In addition to affording means for identifica 

tion of the character of material wrapped as well 
as the identity of the manufacturer, or any other 
insignia, the tag a serves as a reinforcing or 
protective means for the front end 5 of the cover 
4 and the adjacent ends of the ties . The bent 
Over portions 2a and 23a at the face 22 of the 
tail cover 5, in addition to serving as a means 
for anchoring the tail end of the strand, serves 
as a protective means for the adjacent ends of the 
ties and the face 22 of the cover 5. 
With this construction no parts protrude to any 

appreciable extent beyond the outer lateral con 
fines or envelope of the package, so that there is 
no likelihood of interlocking of adjacent bundles 
Wrapped as explained. 
In the form illustrated in Figure 6, wire or like 

rings 26 may form permanent parts of the pack 
age, serving to hold the cover 4 properly Wrapped. 
The Wrapping strand 27 in such event need not 
be coiled about the body of the cover 4, but may 
be coiled merely at the inner end of the cover 
preparatory to its being spiraled longitudinally 
along the assembly of ties . w 
In Figure 7 is shown a somewhat modified 

Wrapping for the head end of the bundle. This 
arrangement is substantially identical with that 
described in connection with Figure 1, with the 
addition of a cover holding ring 26 which may be 
inade of Wire or other Suitable material. If de 
sired in Such construction, the number of coils of 
the strand 0 about the cover 4 may be reduced 
in view of the presence of the ring 26. 
In the modified tail end construction shown in 

Figure 8, rings 28 may be employed as a perma 
nent part of the package to firmly hold the tail 
end cover 5 in place. In such event, the wrap 
ping strand may be spiralled about the cover 5 sub 
stantially only to the extent necessary to com 
plete the Wrapping and then coiled at 29 about 
the tie end 2 a. and bent down against the face 
22 of the cover 5 as shown in Figure 3. With this 
construction used in conjunction. With the head 
end packaging of any of Figures 1, 6 and 7, for 
example, no part of the Wrapping Strand is in 
teriorly disposed relative to the covers 4 and 5. 
Upon severing the ring or rings 26, if present, the 
loop 3 or 30, as the case may be, and the tie 2 a. 
just before commencement of the coils 23d, or 29, 
removal of the entire Wrapping material as a unit 
substantially in the manner previously described 
may be effected. 
The tail end of the Wrapping strand may ter 

minate short of the cover 5 as shown in Figure 8. 
In this form, the tail end of the strand 2 a may 
be cut short and the end 3 passed under and 
looped about one or more ties and bent against 
the ties as shown at 32. The loop is preferably 
drawn tight so as to be frictionally bound to the 
looped ties and thereby resists slipping relative 
thereto. The cover 5 in this form of the inven 
tion is held by metallic or other suitable rings 23 
which, with the tie assembling ring 3 inside of 

about the tail end of the tie assembly. 
: It will be seen from the foregoing that the pres 
ent invention provides a method of packaging an 
elongated bundle expeditiously so as to provide 
a neat structure having no protuberances likely 
to entangle with adjacent packages and which 

3. 
the cover 5, frictionally hold the cover wrapped 

is capable of ready dis-assembly from the assem 
bled ties or other elongated packaged material. . 

Bale tie bundles, and other wire or like elon 
gated bundles may be of different sizes and 
Weights. In a bundle of approximately eight feet 
in length and weighing approximately forty 
pounds, a pitch of approximately three inches 
ikas been found satisfactory, although it is to be 
understood that other suitable pitches for the 
Wrapping strand helix or spiral, for bundles of 
the same and different sizes may be readily ar 
rived at. . . . . . . . . . . 
The Wrapping of the strand may be accom4. 

plished in any desired way. One manner of so 
doing involves the rotation of the bundle after 
the extremity of the strand adjacent the head 
cover has been coiled about the body of the cover 
as explained above. This rotation may be effect 
ed preferably by mechanical means such as a ro 
tary chuck holding the front part of the head 
COVer and aSSociated end of the bundle, while a 
Source of Strand material such as a spool is moved 
longitudinally of the bundle. Under Such cir 
cumstances, the remainder of the bundle is pref 
erably Supported in such a manner as not to 
interfere with the spiraling of the strand there 
about. Or, if desired, the bundle may be moved 
longitudinally While the spool or other source of 
strand is rotated about the bundle. Instead of 
employing strand material on a spool, such ma 
terial may be previously cut to the desired length. 
The package embodying the present invention 

Will retain its form So as not to require redress 
ing or adjustment at any time, and is also com 
pact So as to require a minimum of shipping 
Space. 
For the purpose of enhancing the appearance 

of the bundle, the strand may be provided with 
a copper plating or other finish, if made of metal, 
the Strand being preferably made of steel Wire for 
the purpose of strength. 
The term “bundle' herein is to be understood 

as including in its scope any assembly of elon 
gated pieces and also a length of elongated ma 
terial. 
As heretofore pointed out, any suitable tem 

porary tieing means may be employed for tem 
porarily holding the covers in place. For ex 
ample, One or more rubber bands may be em 
ployed for this purpose in connection with each 
COver, Such band or bands being allowed to remain 
on Or being removed from the completed pack 
age, as desired. 
The rings 2 are revealed in the form shown in 

Figure 6 but are preferably concealed as in Fig 
lures 1 and 9. The cover 4 is cut out in Figure 1. 
to show one of the rings 2. 
I am aware that many changes may be made 

and numerous details of construction may be 
Varied through a wide range without departing 
from the principles of this invention, and I, 
therefore, do not purpose limiting the patent 
granted hereon otherwise than necessitated by 

, the prior art. 
I claim as my invention: 
1. A package comprising an elongated bundle, 

a cover about one end of the bundle, a part of 
the bundle protruding through said cover, and 
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a Wrapping strand for holding the cover in place, 
said strand being secured about the bundle and 
passing about the cover and having an end fas 
tened to said protruding part. . . . . . . . 

2. A package comprising an assembly of elon 
gated elements, a cover over one end of the as 
sembly, at least one of the elements protruding 
through and beyond the cover, and a wrapping 
strand secured about the assembly and passing 
along said cover and fastened to...the protruding 

- part. 

- gated elements, a covers over one end of the said projecting element. 
3. A package comprising an assembly of elon 

assembly, at least one of the elements protrud 
ing through and being bent beyond the cover, 
and a wrapping strand secured about the assem 
bly and passing along said cover and fastened 
to the bent part, said part-terminating substan 

20 

i: - 

age. . . . 
tially within the peripheral envelope of the pack 

4. A package comprising 3. assembly of. elon 
gated elements, a cover upon one end of said 
assembly, one of said elements projecting longi 
tudinally beyond one end of Said' assembly, a 

5' wrapping strand having one end anchored to 
said elements and Wound around Said cover and 
said assembly with the free end anchored to said 
projecting element. 

2,124,503 
5. A package comprising a bundle of elongated 

elements, a cover over each end of said bundle, a 
single strand of wire anchored to said elements 
adjacent the inner end of one cover, Said Strand 
then extending across the adjacent end of said 
bundle and returning upon the opposite sides of 
the same and being secured to the anchored end 

5 

of said strand, said strand then being spiralled . 
around the adjacent cover, the intermediate por. 
tion of the bundle and the cover at the opposite 
end, such opposite end having one of said elon 
gated elements projecting longitudinally beyond 

0. 

the bundle, and said strand being anchored to 
6. A package comprising a bundle of elongated 

elements, a cover upon each end of the bundle, 
said bundle. and covers being held in assembled 
relation by, a single strand of wire wrapped 
around the covers and spiralled around the in 

in termediate portion of Said: bundle, one end of 
said strand-of wire' being anchored to an inter 
mediate-portion of Said bundle, one of said elon 
gated elements projecting longitudinally beyond 
said bundle at: one end thereof, and the other 
end of Saidistrand of Wire-being. Secured to said 
projecting element. 

v. - ALBERT F. BRADLEY. 
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